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ABSTRACT 
A vast amount of information available on the internet along 

with the increased use of internet as a communication medium 

served a great deal in making the information available 

vulnerable. The number as well as the technique of attacks has 

become more and more sophisticated with time. This paper 

focuses on developing a multilevel security system (layers of 

cryptography combined with steganography) in order to achieve 

maximum security. The level of security is maximized by 

encrypting the information at different level and then using 

steganographic techniques to hide the information (be it a text or 

a multimedia file) inside multimedia file such as image, an audio 

file or a video file. The bits of a file are manipulated at each 

level. The change in the quality as well as size of the file is 

minimized by carefully choosing the unused area of the file or 

the least significant one. The paper explains this multilayered 

system by hiding an encrypted image, which further contains an 

encrypted text message, inside a video.  
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1.  Introduction 
Cryptography as well as steganography can be used to secure the 

sensitive or important information. While cryptography is the art 

of protecting information by transforming it into an unreadable 

format (called as, cipher) using the help of a password, known as 

secret key, steganography is completely different. It doesn’t 

tamper with information or change it in any way. It is just a 

science of hiding information by embedding it in regular 

computer files (such as graphics, sound, text etc.). This hidden 

information can be a regular text message, a cipher or even an 

image.  

 

Fig 1: Basic model of Cryptography [Wikipedia]  

 

 
   Fig 2: Basic model of steganography 

 
The output file contains secret message hidden inside it. The 

output is almost exactly same as the cover file and hence attracts 

no suspicion. The secret message can be retrieved by applying 

algorithm exactly the opposite of what was being used to hide the 

message. The phenomenon is called steganalysis [1]. The cover 

file can be an image, audio or a video. 

 
There are more than one way of hiding information inside 

another piece of information, steganography and digital 

watermarking. While cryptography and steganography 

complement each other as both are used to protect the 

information from unwanted attacks , watermarking is slightly 

different as it hides the information in a digital file so that the 

information is robust to alterations [2]. In addition it should 

impossible to remove the watermark without degrading the 

quality of the digital file. On the other hand, steganography hides 

the secret information in a carrier file so that the person will not 

notice the presence of information [2].  

2.   RELATED WORK 
There are a large number of steganographic techniques 

implemented to achieve secret communication. The main aim of 

steganography is to hide information in a carrier file so that a 

person cannot visibly deduce the knowledge of it. Steganography 
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can of two types viz. Linguistic and Technical. Linguistic is one 

where carrier media is text. On the other hand technical 

steganography offers a wide variety of methods such as Invisible 

Ink, microdots, computer based methods (uses redundant 

information in text, image, audio, videos) etc. It is nearly 

impossible to divide up all these methods. The authenticity of 

steganography is judged on the basis of three parameters such as 

capacity, robustness and security [4]. The steganographic 

approach used depends on the format of the carrier file.  

3. PROPOSED WORK 

3.1 Embedding Information 
The proposed method is based on the image and video 

stegography combined complemented by AES algorythm for data 

encryption [5]. We have ecrypted the text before hiding the text 

inside the image and then we went on and ecrypted the image 

before hiding the image inside the main cover file (video). The 

flow chart of the process is shown in Fig 3. Below, the different 

levels of the system are explained in detail. 

3.1.1 Level 1: Encrytpt Text message (AES 

Algorithm): 
We used AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm to 

encryt the original message. The block size of AES is 128 bits 

but with different key lengths:  128, 192, 256bits. Unlike DES, 

AES is more secure and robust. AES is fast and requires low 

ram. So, after level-I we have a secure encrypted message, a 

cipher. 

3.1.2 Level 2: Hide cipher inside the image: 
In terms of computer language, an image can be represented as 

an array of numbers. These numbers are basically light intensities 

of pixels. Each pixel consists of a red, blue and green component 

each represent by 8 bits. Hence each pixel have 3 sets of values 

ranging 0 – 255 (24-bit = 8 bits for red, 8 bits for green and 8 

bits for blue).  

 

 Fig 4: An array of pixels,each pixel containing 3 

sets of values (8 bits each) 

 

Various approaches have been designed to hide information in 

an image, most popular of which is LSB (Least Significant Bit) 

[6] where we modify the last bit of each pixel as it is considered 

to be least relevance.  

 

                   

 
             Fig 3: Basic Model of the proposed system 

 

3.1.3 Level 3: Encryption of Image (By accessing 

the bits of the image) 
As shown above in Fig. 3 each pixel has 3 sets of 

values stored in bits. Java provides various classes 

(WritableRaster, DataBufferByte, Graphics2D, 

ImageIO) to render the image pixel by pixel and thus 

storing the results in an array. Thus reading the input 

image stream by stream the pixels values are altered 

using an encryption algorithm (We used AES). 
 

3.1.4 Level 4: Hide the encrypted image inside the 

carrier file (In our case, video) 
Most common technique to transform a signal (Image or Video) 

from spatial domain to frequency domain is 2D DCT. DCT is 

used to separate the signal into parts of differing importance. The 

general formula to calculate the coeffient of DCT ( S(u,v) ) for a 

grid of pixels, which in our case is F(x,y),  is given below [7]: 

1 1

1 1

2 (2 1) (2 1)
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )(cos )*(cos )

2 2
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 Where C(k) = 
1

2
 when k=0, otherwise C(k)=1 
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A video is nothing but a combination of high resolution images, 

called frames. In this step we collected the frames of the video 

and after collecting the frames secret information was embedded 

in the selected frame, say F, by applying DCT (Discrete Cosine 

Transform) on that channel under the alogrithm mentioned 

below: 

 

Input: message, cover file 

Output: stego file  

while data left to embed do 

get next DCT coefficient from cover file  

if DCT ≠0 and DCT ≠1 then 

get next LSB from message 

replace DCT LSB with message LSB 

end if 

insert DCT into stego file 

end while 

 

The following algorithm sequentially replaces the least-

significant bit of discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients 

with message data. 

3.4 Extraction of Information 
Like the former proces, extraction of information is also done in 

four phases. This process is exactly the opposite process of the 

above. 
 

3.2.1 Level 1: Steganalysis on stego file 
Stego file here is the main output video file which contains 

encoded image. Encoded image hidden inside the stego file can 

be extracted by breaking the video in to frames and applying 

IDCT (Inverse-DCT) on each frame. The general formula to 

reproduce the grid of pixels F(x,y) is given below [7]: 

    
1 1

1 1

2 (2 1) (2 1)
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Where C(k) = 
1

2
 when k=0, otherwise C(k)=1 

 

                   
              Fig 5: Steganalysis on stego file 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Level 2: Decrypting Encoded Image 
 

                
                      Fig 6: Decryption of encoded image 

 

The encoded image obtained by applying steganalysis is then 

decoded in the opposite fashion with which it was encoded. The 

result, called stego Image, is the orginal image used but with 

encoded message hidden inside it. 

3.2.3 Level 3: Steganalysis on Stego Image 
The encoded message (cipher) is then extracted from the stego 

image by applying steganalysis on stego image. The result of this 

process produced original image and the cipher (encoded secret 

message). 

 

          
 Fig 7: Steganalysis on Stego Image 
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3.2.4 Level 4: Decryption of the Cipher 

 

           
 Fig 8 Decryption of the Cipher 

The cipher was then decoded to produce the original secret 

message intially used.  

4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we discussed a multilevel process for hidind 

information in a file adding new security at each level. The 

proposed system uses AES for encrypting the text message and 

pixel values of image thus providing more security and 

robustness to the system. The system implement four levels of 

security and also encourages further research on adding more 

levels through the communication channel to achieve maximum 

security. We can conclude that proposed system is secure, robust 

and effective.  
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